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Abstract— This system DC motor Controlled by Android is 

developed to control the speed of the DC motor in both 

clockwise and anticlockwise direction. For this DC motor is 

interfaced to the 8051 microcontroller. A Bluetooth modem 

is used to receive direction commands and PWM commands. 

When an Android device sends commands, it is received by 

the Bluetooth modem which then sends the commands to the 

microcontroller. The microcontroller controls the DC motor 

through motor driver. The entire system is powered by 12V 

transformer. LCD display is used to show the status and the 

speed of the DC motor. The android application is used to 

control the entire system. The start button is first clicked to 

start the motor and then the motor can run in both clockwise 

and anticlockwise direction. Simultaneously the status of the 

system is displayed on the LCD screen and also the speed of 

the DC motor is displayed on the screen. Thus the speed of 

the motor can be increased or decreased in clockwise or 

anticlockwise direction with the help of this android 

application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today most of the industries use DC motors. So, speed 

controlling of DC motors plays a very vital role. Therefore 

our paper concentrates on monitoring and controlling the 

speed of DC motor using Android mobile application, with 

the help of Bluetooth technology. Smart phones have in -built 

Bluetooth technology, so and external Bluetooth module is 

interfaced with the microcontroller 8051 for wireless 

communication. The Bluetooth module receives command 

from the mobile phone android application. So, according to 

the input signal, with the help of Microcontroller can be used 

to vary the voltage as well as the speed of the DC motor using 

PWM technique. Direction of the DC motor can also be 

varied with the help of Motor Driver (L293D). 

II. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram of Project 

The major elements of project are: 

 Microcontroller 

 Bluetooth Module 

 DC motor 

 Motor Driver 

A. Microcontroller 

The AT89S52 is a Low-power, High performance CMOS 8-

bit microcontroller with 8k byte of in-system programmable 

Flash memory. The device is manufactured using Atmel’s 

high density nonvolatile memory technology and is 

compatible with the industry standard 80C51 instruction set 

and pinout. The on-chip Flash allows the program memory to 

be reprogrammed in-system or by a conventional nonvolatile 

memory programmer. 

 By combining a versatile 8-bit CPU with in-system 

programmable Flash on a monolithic chip, Atmel AT89S52 

is a powerful microcontroller which provides a highly 

flexible and cost-effective solution to many embedded 

control applications. 

B. Bluetooth Module 

Bluetooth serial communication module has two work 

modes: order-response work mode and automatic connection 

work mode. And there are three work roles at the automatic 

connection work mode. When the module is at the automatic 

connection work mode, it will follow the default way set 

lastly to transmit the data automatically. When the module is 

at the order-response work mode, user can send the AT 

command to the module to set the control parameters and sent 

control order. In this project Bluetooth module (HC05) is 

used to send signals from the Microcontroller 8051. 

C. DC Motor 

A DC motor is an electric motor that runs on direct current 

(DC) electricity. In any electric motor, operation is based on 

simple electromagnetism. Electrical machines are used for 

the converting energy. Motors take electrical energy and 

produce mechanical energy. Electric motor is used to power 

hundreds of devices we use in everyday life. An example of 

small motor applications includes motors used in 

automobiles, robot, hand power tools and food blenders. 

D. Motor Driver 

L293D is a dual H-bridge motor driver integrated circuit (IC). 

Motor drivers act as current amplifiers since they take a low-

current control signal and provide a higher-current signal. 

This higher current signal is used to drive the motors. 

 L293D contains two inbuilt H-bridge driver circuits. 

In its common mode of operation, two DC motors can be 

driven simultaneously, both in forward and reverse direction. 

The motor operations of two motors can be controlled by 

input logic at pins 2 & 7 and 10 & 15. Input logic 00 or 11 

will stop the corresponding motor. Logic 01 and 10 will rotate 

it in clockwise and anticlockwise directions, respectively. 
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III. PROJECT LAYOUT 

 
Fig. 2: Project layout & Android App 

A. Working 

The circuit uses standard power supply comprising of a step-

down transformer from 230Vto 12V and 4 diodes forming a 

bridge rectifier that delivers pulsating dc which is then 

filtered by an electrolytic capacitor of about 470μF to 

1000μF. The filtered dc being unregulated, IC LM7805 is 

used to get 5V DC constant at its pin no 3 irrespective of input 

DC varying from 7V to 15V. The input dc shall be varying in 

the event of input ac at 230volts section varies from 160V to 

270V in the ratio of the transformer primary voltage V1 to 

secondary voltage V2 governed by the formula 

V1/V2=N1/N2. As N1/N2 i.e. no. of turns in the primary to 

the no. of turns in the secondary remains unchanged V2 is 

directly proportional to V1.Thus if the transformer delivers 

12V at 220V input it will give 8.72V at 160V. Similarly at 

270V it will give 14.72V. Thus the dc voltage at the input of 

the regulator changes from about 8V to 15V because of A.C 

voltage variation from 160V to 270V the regulator output will 

remain constant at 5V. 

 The regulated 5V DC is further filtered by a small 

electrolytic capacitor of 10μF for any noise so generated by 

the circuit. One LED is connected of this 5V point in series 

with a current limiting resistor of 330Ω to the ground i.e., 

negative voltage to indicate 5V power supply availability. 

The unregulated 12V point is used for other applications as 

and when required. 

IV. SOFTWARE SIMULATION 

The android application in the mobile phone is developed 

with the help of Android Studio Software. We used KEIL 

UVISON 5 software for coding, compiling, assembling of the 

microcontroller and PROTEUS 8 software to design our PCB 

board and board printing purpose. 

A. Android Studio 

Android Studio is a  free integrated development environ 

ment (IDE) from Google and official development environ 

ment for Android. Android Studio is based on  IntelliJ IDEA 

. In addition to the features that are already implemented in 

IntelliJ IDEA, furthermore, the following functions are 

available: Support for the development of Android,  Android 

Wear and Android  TV Apps .Android Studio uses a build 

management automation tool , the on  Grad le is based. The 

system gives the developer the opportunity for different 

device types such. B.  Tablets to create optimized versions of 

the app. Theme editor Android  Lint It is possible to configure 

Google services like Google Cloud Messaging within the IDE 

and apply it directly to the app. Support for  Pro Guard and 

automatic app signing The source code of Android Studio is 

freely available.Mobile app is available below link. 

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6CJWE5NzrilM

WxLVU5MY2M3dXZTLVo4QzNIRC1tVi12YXBj/view?u

sp=sharing 

B. PCB design using proteuS 8 

 
Fig. 3: PCB Layout 

 
Fig. 4: PCB without Component Mode 

V. RESULT 

 
Table 1: Result of this Project 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freie_Software
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freie_Software
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/IntelliJ_IDEA
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_Wear
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_Wear
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_TV
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erstellungsprozess
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gradle
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabletcomputer
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lint_(Programmierwerkzeug)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/ProGuard
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6CJWE5NzrilMWxLVU5MY2M3dXZTLVo4QzNIRC1tVi12YXBj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6CJWE5NzrilMWxLVU5MY2M3dXZTLVo4QzNIRC1tVi12YXBj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6CJWE5NzrilMWxLVU5MY2M3dXZTLVo4QzNIRC1tVi12YXBj/view?usp=sharing
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VI. ADVANTAGES 

 Bluetooth consumes less power so more preferable. 

 Android app is an open source system to develop any 

programming code. 

 Technically expert persons are not required. 

 More useful for the patient and Disabled person. 

VII. DISADVANTAGES 

 Exchanging data over short range (Approx. 10m). 

 Usage of android app in smart phones consumes battery. 

 High complexity i.e. Device and Application impact 

VIII. APPLICATIONS 

 Home automat ion. 

 Many industrial applications require adjustable speed 

drive and constant speed for improving the quality 

product. 

 Intensity of light can also be controlled with the help of 

android app. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Thus the speed and direction control of the DC motor is 

achieved with the help of Android mobile application with 

the help of Bluetooth technology. In this way wireless 

communication is also achieved. 

X. FUTURE SCOPE 

 The future scope will be controlling the speed of three 

phase or single phase induction motor likewise that of Dc 

motor using android application. 

 The speed can also be controlled automatically using 

temperature sensor LM 35. 

 Also we can use GSM module instead of Bluetooth 

technology to control the speed of Dc motor. 

 Touch screen technology can also be implemented. 
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